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In her vivacious, fresh voice, Marcela Valladolid invigorates America’s taste for real Mexican
food–dishes that can be accomplished on any busy weeknight but that still express the
authentic flavors of her native cuisine.Growing up in Mexico, Marcela Valladolid rejoiced in the
complex moles, dozens of different chiles, and homemade tortillas that graced her family’s
dinner table. Going to school across the border in San Diego, and later to cooking school in
Paris, she found plenty to love in the markets, quickly folding new ingredients into her
repertoire. But she also encountered some curious foods masquerading as authentic Mexican:
cheddar cheese—stuffed quesadillas, tortilla chips drowning in still more cheese, and the
ubiquitous everything-but-the-kitchen-sink overstuffed burritos. Where were the authentic, easy-
to-prepare Mexican recipes she grew up with? The brightly flavored seafood ceviches bursting
with freshness? The simple, slender burritos filled with nothing more than intensely flavorful
braised meat and blistered chiles? The healthy salsas that come together in minutes but can
transform a meal?In Fresh Mexico, Marcela brings these dishes to life. Her food is much like
her, Mexican but influenced by other cultures. You’ ll find recipes for Tilapia Ceviche; Butternut
Squash—Chipotle Bisque; Roasted Pork Loin with Pineapple Glaze; Ancho-Chocolate Braised
Short Ribs; and Fresh Guava Layer Cake.Inspired ideas, helpful cooking techniques, and
ingredient substitutions make this the most accessible, appealing, and contemporary Mexican
cookbook you’ll find today. In addition, fast recipes and dishes that are low in fat are called out
with easy-to-find symbols. With more than a hundred delicious recipes and beautiful color
photography throughout, Fresh Mexico introduces a new generation of Americans to the
vibrant flavors of modern Mexico.

Book DescriptionGrowing up in Mexico, Marcela Valladolid rejoiced in the complex moles,
dozens of different chiles, and homemade tortillas that graced her family’s dinner table. Going
to school across the border in San Diego, and later to cooking school in Paris, she found plenty
to love in the markets, quickly folding new ingredients into her repertoire. She also encountered
some curious foods masquerading as authentic Mexican: cheddar cheese-stuffed quesadillas,
tortilla chips drowning in still more cheese, and the ubiquitous everything-but-the-kitchen-sink
overstuffed burritos. Where were the authentic, easy-to-prepare Mexican recipes she grew up
with? The brightly flavored seafood ceviches bursting with freshness? The simple, slender
burritos filled with nothing more than intensely flavorful braised meat and blistered chiles? The
healthy salsas that come together in minutes but can transform a meal?In her vivacious, fresh
voice, Marcela aims to invigorate America’s taste for real Mexican food--dishes that can be
accomplished on any busy weeknight but that still express the authentic flavors of her native
cuisine. Her food is much like her, Mexican but influenced by other cultures. You’ll find recipes
for Tilapia Ceviche; Butternut Squash-Chipotle Bisque; Roasted Pork Loin with Pineapple
Glaze; Ancho-Chocolate Braised Short Ribs; and Fresh Guava Layer Cake.Inspired ideas,
helpful cooking techniques, and ingredient substitutions make this the most accessible,
appealing, and contemporary Mexican cookbook you’ll find today. In addition, fast recipes and
dishes that are low in fat are called out with easy-to-find symbols. With more than a hundred
delicious recipes and beautiful color photography throughout, Fresh Mexico introduces a new
generation of Americans to the vibrant flavors of modern Mexico.From Fresh Mexico: Game
Hens in Apricot, Tequila, and California Chile SauceThis recipe is one of my favorites ever. It



comes from my aunt Marcela, a chef who inspired me to enter the magical world of the culinary
arts. We not only share the same name and the same career, we also agree that sweet and
spicy is one of the best combinations when preparing Mexican food. Store-bought apricot
preserves, used here, work well; just be sure to buy the best you can find. A kitchen syringe is
a useful tool for injecting the hens with a flavorful mixture of broth, butter, and tequila. The
result is a moist and succulent dish. --Marcela ValladolidIngredients3 cups chicken broth, or
more as needed2 tablespoons unsalted butter, melted4 tablespoons golden tequilaTwo 2-
pound Cornish game hens, thawed if frozen3 California chiles, stemmed and seeded1/2 cup
apricot preservesSalt and freshly ground black pepperFresh apricot halves, for garnish(Serves
four)DirectionsPreheat the oven to 350 F.Mix 1/4 cup of the chicken broth, the melted butter,
and 2 tablespoons of the tequila in a small glass bowl. Using a kitchen syringe, inject the
mixture all over the hens, about 1/2 inch deep into the flesh. (If the butter in the mixture
solidifies, warm it in a microwave.)Put the chiles and 2 cups of the broth in a small saucepan,
and bring to a boil over high heat. Remove the pan from the heat. Let stand for 5 minutes to
soften the chiles. Then transfer the mixture to a blender and puree until smooth. Strain the chile
mixture into a small bowl, pressing on the sieve to extract as much liquid as possible. Discard
whatever is left in the sieve.Mix 1/4 cup of the preserves and 1/4 cup of the chile mixture in a
medium bowl. Season heavily with salt and pepper. Rub the mixture all over the hens, working
some of it between the skin and the breast. Put the hens on a rack in a large roasting pan. Add
the remaining ½ cup broth to the roasting pan.Roast, basting with the pan drippings every 20
minutes, for 1 hour, or until a thermometer inserted into a thigh registers 160 F. Add more broth
if the juices begin to dry out.Transfer the hens to a platter. Strain the pan juices into a medium
saucepan. Add the remaining 2 tablespoons tequila, 1/4 cup apricot preserves, and chile
mixture. Bring to a boil over high heat.Reduce the heat and simmer for 5 minutes, or until the
sauce thickens slightly. Season with salt and pepper to taste. Pour the sauce over the hens,
garnish the platter with fresh apricot halves, and serve.--This text refers to an alternate
kindle_edition edition.About the AuthorMARCELA VALLADOLID is the host of Food Network’s
Mexican Made Easy. Raised in Tijuana, Mexico, she attended the Los Angeles Culinary
Institute and later the Ritz-Escoffier Cooking School in Paris. A former recipe editor/tester at
Bon Appétit magazine, she became widely known after appearing as a contestant on The
Apprentice: Martha Stewart. She and her young son divide their time between Tijuana and San
Diego. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Excerpt. © Reprinted by
permission. All rights reserved.Game Hens in Apricot, Tequila, and California Chile
SauceServes 43 cups chicken broth, or more as needed2 tablespoons unsalted butter,
melted4 tablespoons golden tequilaTwo 2-pound Cornish game hens, thawed if frozen3
California chiles, stemmed and seeded½ cup apricot preservesSalt and freshly ground black
pepperFresh apricot halves, for garnishThis recipe is one of my favorites ever. It comes from
my aunt Marcela, a chef who inspired me to enter the magical world of the culinary arts. We
not only share the same name and the same career, we also agree that sweet and spicy is one
of the best combinations when preparing Mexican food.Store-bought apricot preserves, used
here, work well; just be sure to buy the best you can find. A kitchen syringe is a useful tool for
injecting the hens with a flavorful mixture of broth, butter, and tequila. The result is a moist and
succulent dish.Preheat the oven to 350°F.Mix ½ cup of the chicken broth, the melted butter,
and 2 tablespoons of the tequila in a small glass bowl. Using a kitchen syringe, inject the
mixture all over the hens, about ½ inch deep into the flesh. (If the butter in the mixture
solidifies, warm it in a microwave.)Put the chiles and 2 cups of the broth in a small saucepan,
and bring to a boil over high heat. Remove the pan from the heat. Let stand for 5 minutes to



soften the chiles. Then transfer the mixture to a blender and puree until smooth. Strain the chile
mixture into a small bowl, pressing on the sieve to extract as much liquid as possible. Discard
whatever is left in the sieve.Mix ¼ cup of the preserves and ¼ cup of the chile mixture in a
medium bowl. Season heavily with salt and pepper. Rub the mixture all over the hens, working
some of it between the skin and the breast. Put the hens on a rack in a large roasting pan. Add
the remaining ½ cup broth to the roasting pan.Roast, basting with the pan drippings every 20
minutes, for 1 hour, or until a thermometer inserted into a thigh registers 160°F. Add more broth
if the juices begin to dry out.Transfer the hens to a platter. Strain the pan juices into a medium
saucepan. Add the remaining 2 tablespoons tequila, ¼ cup apricot preserves, and chile
mixture. Bring to a boil over high heat. Reduce the heat and simmer for 5 minutes, or until the
sauce thickens slightly. Season with salt and pepper to taste. Pour the sauce over the hens,
garnish the platter with fresh apricot halves, and serve. --This text refers to an alternate
kindle_edition edition.From Publishers WeeklyPositing that many Americans associate
Mexican cuisine with shiny globs of orange cheese, Valladolid sets out to offer a broader, more
diverse and healthier vision of south-of-the-border cooking. The Tijuana-born, Ritz-Escoffier–
educated Valladolid is a young mother as well as a culinary television personality. As such, she
values weeknight recipes that can be produced with a minimum of fuss and a few good flavors.
Though ValladolidÖs mission is to educate readers of the world beyond Old El Paso taco kits,
she distinguishes herself from authenticity-focused Mexican cookbook authors such as Diana
Kennedy, allowing for looser, creative interpretations that befit contemporary eaters: osso
bucco with lime zest and chilis; mascarpone-stuffed squash blossoms with raspberry
vinaigrette; and the decadent Mexican cake, pastel de tres leches, made with Italian meringue
as a substitute for the traditional raw egg whites. Using ingredients that are readily found in the
U.S., her creations are reliable and at times wonderfully simple, like a bright slaw of jicama,
arbol chilis and uncooked beets with toasted sesame oil, or baked cod with anchovies, lime
and a few kalamata olives and capers thrown in for good measure. Home cooks will appreciate
ValladolidÖs enthusiastic yet straightforward approach. (Aug.)Copyright © Reed Business
Information, a division of Reed Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved. --This text refers to an alternate
kindle_edition edition.Read more
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DessertsGlossaryGraciasIndexDuring an interview I did once with a certain Baja magazine,
editor-in-chief Ada Oliver and I discussed the state of Mexican food in my home country and
around the world. I was excited to meet Ada, but I never expected that with one remark she
would help me define the course of my culinary career. She had only one request of me (if I
ever hit the big time). “Please,” she said, “tell North America that there is no yellow cheese in
Mexico!”It clicked. I thought of all the misdirected interpretations of my beloved home country’s
cuisine: Cheddar cheese-stuffed quesadillas, tortilla chips drowning in neon yellow
“cheez” (a.k.a. nachos), and the ubiquitous everything-but-the-kitchen-sink burritos that show
up in Mexican restaurants masquerading as the real deal across the United States.Where were
the authentic, easy-to-prepare Mexican recipes that I grew up with? Where were the ceviches
made with the freshest seafood? Why wasn’t anyone highlighting the exciting evolution of
Mexican cuisine, as seen in dishes like Cuitlacoche Crêpes with Poblano Chile Cream?
Churros are lovely but what about Mango Pockets with Cinnamon Cream or the Pastel de Tres
Leches, which take canela (cinnamon) to a whole new level?Mexican cuisine is full of brilliant
fresh flavors, and I’m desperate to share them with you. In these pages, you will find recipes
that represent modern Mexico, traditional Mexico, and me. They are accessible—made with
ingredients you can find easily—yet very representative of Mexican food today.Back to the
yellow cheese. As Ada said, you won’t find any in Mexico! The closest is Chihuahua cheese,
also known as Menonita, after the Mennonite communities who first produced it in northern
Mexico. Unlike most Mexican cheeses, which are white, Chihuahua is pale yellow and varies
from mild to sharp, just like Cheddar. But let me be clear—it’s not Cheddar, nor is it bright
yellow. Don’t get me wrong—I love Cheddar cheese, and chimichangas, and margaritas (which
we don’t actually drink all that much south of the border). But if you think that’s all there is to
Mexican food, you’re missing out on so much.It’s my nature to break stereotypes, and I’m in a
good position to do it. I’m a Tijuana native. Yes, Tijuana, which is actually pronounced Tee-who-
ON-na, not Tia-wanna. I’ve been crossing the San Ysidro international border, between Tijuana
and San Diego, my entire life. Trust me, I’ve heard more than my share of jokes at the expense
of my beloved hometown.But how is this relevant to these recipes? Simple. Growing up in a
border town, I was influenced by both Mexican and American cultures. When El Chavo del
Ocho went to commercial break, I would flip through the channels and invariably land on a U.S.
channel advertising “crunchy Mexican beef tacos.” I cringed every time. A crunchy beef taco
may taste good, but it is not Mexican! And you probably won’t find one in a reputable Mexican
cookbook.I grew up with the real stuff: crickets, ant roe, and corn fungus—and love it I did. Now
that’s not what this book is about either, but I firmly believe that you’re allowed to bend or break
the rules only after you understand and respect them. And I know the rules. Complex mole was
a standard weeknight dinner in my childhood home, spicy enchiladas often showed up for
breakfast, and homemade salsas, sweet hibiscus tea, and tortillas were all staples.So while the



crickets were chilling in my pantry, I discovered early on that I also loved shopping (and the
ingredients) at the markets in San Diego. I’m the first one to admit life is much more practical
on the northern side of the border. You can find anything you want if you look hard enough.
Who needs to make puff pastry or fresh pasta when you can find perfect, ready-made dough in
the frozen foods section of your supermarket? So why not marry the two? Why not keep it
Mexican at its roots but easy to prepare?My food, as you will find in this book, is very much like
me. It’s Mexican but influenced by other cultures. It is sophisticated in its presentation but easy
to prepare. My recipes are also not the 100 percent authentic and traditional moles, pipiáns, or
salsas you’ll find in cookbooks by masters like Diana Kennedy. The books written by Miss
Kennedy in the 1970s were passed down to me from my grandfather and have been
instrumental in my formation as a professional cook. But I don’t have time for that kind of
cooking when I have to get dinner on the table for my young son.Here you get all of the
authentic flavors without the fuss. No shopping for fifteen hard-to-find ingredients and then
slaving in the kitchen for hours. The vast majority of the ingredients here are readily available in
U.S. supermarkets. Of course I hope a few of these dishes might inspire you to visit your local
Latin market, but if you don’t have one, or don’t have the time, I give suitable substitutes for
almost every specialty ingredient that will yield equally authentic—but most important, delicious
—results.I’ve even added an “*” to denote the recipes that are low in fat and a “” to indicate
those that can be prepared in close to 30 minutes. Let’s face it: you’re running out of excuses
not to cook this stuff.* * *But first let me tell you how this all started for me personally. My
passion for food and entertaining was ignited during one of my first jobs in the culinary world. I
was an assistant instructor at my aunt Marcela Rodriguez’s cooking school, one of the first in
Tijuana. Hoping to get into a professional kitchen, I packed my ‘98 Mustang and landed a job
as a hostess in a trendy Los Angeles restaurant. I wasn’t allowed anywhere near a stovetop.
For that reason, in addition to the fact that young women don’t leave Tijuana unless they’re in
school or married—at least not in my family—I opted to enroll at the Los Angeles Culinary
Institute, much to my parents’ relief.After graduation, I serendipitously landed at Bon Appétit
magazine. A lot of what I know, I learned there. I became a much more disciplined cook as well
as a student of countless cuisines and ingredients. I began to appreciate sharing delicious food
with people. When Bon Appétit devoted an entire issue to Mexico, I spent weeks testing
authentic Mexican recipes. Current editor-in-chief Barbara Fairchild, along with the other
editors, described the food as exquisite. I was hooked. Opening people’s eyes to the delicacies
of Mexico is my calling. But I wasn’t ready to spread the word quite then. As a professional
cook, I knew I needed to learn pastries.I’ve never enjoyed baking. I don’t crave sweets and
chocolate isn’t my thing. (Do I hear a collective gasp?) So, I left Bon Appétit to specialize in
classic French pastries at the Ritz-Escoffier school in Paris. I made puff pastry every day for
three months. Let me tell you that I now purchase mine frozen, but if I’m put to the test, I can
make the flakiest puff pastry you’ve ever tasted.My experience in Paris and Tijuana taught me
that I love learning and teaching. I had experience doing cooking segments on local television
in Tijuana, so I moved back home with the hope of starting my own cooking school. I turned my
dining room into a cooking classroom, was the food editor for a Tijuana newspaper, and
appeared regularly on a morning news program.It took Martha Stewart to slow me down. I was
cast on The Apprentice: Martha Stewart, which led to my own cooking show, Relatos con
Sabor, on Discovery en Español. My show takes viewers into the homes of Latinos who are
keeping their traditions alive through food despite living in a foreign country. And now, here I
am, grateful to have been given the opportunity to propose a new way of cooking and serving
Mexican food.As my three-year-old, Fausto, sleeps and dreams beside me this evening, I have



a dream of my own:It’s a festive evening and Jane Smith from Columbia, Missouri, has invited
several friends over for a Mexican dinner. She set a beautiful table with talavera plates and
dark red Aurora’s Kiss dahlias in a giant copper vase. The menu is as follows:Chilled Avocado
Soup with ScallopsRack of Lamb with Ancho CrustSage and Sweet Potato MashRoasted
Cabbage with Oregano and Oaxaca CheeseApricot Tequila Ice Cream topped with
Pomegranate Pine Nut BrittleNowhere to be seen: chips drowning in bright yellow
cheese.Rosemary-Skewered Shrimp Marinated in ChipotleTilapia CevicheBaja-Mediterranean
Ahi TunaDeviled Eggs with Ancho, Sour Cream, and CilantroSpicy Crab Cakes Topped with
GuacamoleSmoked Marlin QuesadillasPedro’s Oysters on the Half ShellTijuana-Style Sushi
RollJalapeño and Cheese Stuffed OlivesCuitlacoche Crêpes with Poblano Chile
CreamAvocado Egg Rolls with California Chile-Prune SauceAvocado MousseRolled
Mushroom Taquitos with Roasted Tomatillo-Cilantro SalsaPuff Pastry-Wrapped Jalapeños
Stuffed with Oaxaca CheeseMascarpone-Stuffed Squash Blossoms with Raspberry
VinaigretteSeared Queso Fresco with Tomatillo Salsa and Tortilla ChipsAncho, Pecan, and
Honey-Glazed Chicken DrumettesGoat Cheese Tart with Chipotle-Raspberry ChutneyThe
Duck BurritoGrilled Spicy QuailWe all know and love the burrito offered in our favorite Tex-Mex
joints in the U.S. You know the one I’m talking about: the bulging flour tortilla stuffed with rice,
beans, grilled chicken, guacamole, sour cream, shredded cheese, and salsa. But I grew up
with a different kind of burrito, a slimmer (and healthier) version, stuffed with shredded beef
and served with a side of pickled jalapeños or Chiles Toreados— a simple dish that often
showed up on the dinner table to appease our appetites before the main course was
served.On my last trip to Mexico City to visit my congressman-of-a-brother, Antonio, we went to
MP Café & Bistro, a wonderful restaurant in his neighborhood, Polanco. I was traveling with my
mom and we had both heard wonderful things about the chef/owner, Monica Patino, and her
duck burrito appetizer, so we ordered them. The rumors were true. The duck burritos, served
with a tomatillo salsa, were absolutely delicious. The presentation of the dish was superb: a
timbale of shredded duck meat, a small plate with the tomatillo salsa, and four mini flour
tortillas served in a mini bamboo steamer. My mom was in love.We went to that place for
dinner every night we were in Mexico City. Not only were we hooked on the duck burritos, we
were enamored of the restaurant’s ability to provide our favorite combinations of flavors and
ingredients, presented in a manner that rivaled that of the best restaurants around the world, in
a chic but comfortable environment. To paint a better picture, consider that I drank a berry
martini with my burritos instead of a Corona. In short, we liked dressing up for the burrito! That
is what I’m offering you here.You don’t need to put on heels or a tie to prepare and serve the
Baja-Mediterranean Ahi Tuna, but you can absolutely consider any one of these appetizers for
a special evening with your friends. They are easy to prepare and offer a twist on the dishes
your guests know and love. As beloved as our taco stands are and always will be, it’s nice to
have a more sophisticated alternative for authentic Mexican food.The recipes in this chapter
(and in the whole book, as you can see) are a lot like the duck burrito we discovered in the
capital city (and like me, for that matter): petite and delectable, with a modern twist but
traditional at the core, packed with Mexican flavor and color, and perfectly compatible with the
most sophisticated menu.ROSEMARY-SKEWERED SHRIMP MARINATED IN CHIPOTLE*
SERVES 615 fresh rosemary sprigs¼ cup olive oil1½ tablespoons fresh lime juice2 garlic
cloves, minced3 tablespoons chopped fresh cilantro2 teaspoons ground chipotle chileSalt and
freshly ground black pepper1 pound raw medium shrimp, peeled but tails left intact, and
deveinedLime wedges, for servingFresh rosemary grows rampant in my backyard, which is
only part of the reason these skewers top my list of favorite appetizers. Rosemary adds smoky



flavor and a decorative flourish to a simple shrimp starter. Check the USDA plant hardiness
zones to see which herbs thrive in your area. Fresh herbs make a huge difference in any dish,
and you’ll save money by growing them at home instead of buying them. The Mediterranean
rosemary pairs nicely with the smoky chipotle and fresh cilantro.Remove the leaves from half
the length of each rosemary sprig, and set the sprigs aside. Chop enough of the leaves to
make 1½ teaspoons. (Reserve any remaining leaves for another use.)Combine the olive oil,
lime juice, garlic, cilantro, ground chipotle, and chopped rosemary in a medium bowl. Season
the marinade with salt and black pepper to taste. Add the shrimp and toss until coated. Let
stand for 5 minutes. Then skewer 2 shrimp on each rosemary sprig.Heat a large heavy sauté
pan (or comal) over high heat. Add the skewers and cook for 1 minute per side, or until the
shrimp are cooked through. Transfer the skewers to a platter, garnish with the lime wedges,
and serve immediately.TIP USE THE SAME MARINADE ON CHICKEN BREASTS AND ON
WHOLE CHICKENS FOR ROASTING. IT’S ALSO GREAT ON ANY WHITE FISH FILLET;
JUST ADD A COUPLE OF TABLESPOONS OF BUTTER TO THE PAN DRIPPINGS AFTER
THE FISH HAS BEEN COOKED AND REMOVED. DRIZZLE THE SAUCE OVER THE FISH
AND SERVE!TILAPIA CEVICHE* SERVES 62 pounds sushi-grade tilapia, finely diced (see
Tips)15 limes: 14 halved,1 cut into wedges½ cup chopped seeded tomato½ cup chopped
seeded cucumber!S cup finely chopped onion¼ cup chopped fresh cilantroSalt and freshly
ground black pepper½ cup clam-tomato juice (such as Clamato; optional)1 tablespoon bottled
hot sauce (such as Huichol; optional)Grilled tostadas (see Tips)Mayonnaise, for spreading1
avocado, halved, pitted, peeled, and thinly slicedI went to a restaurant opening in Los Angeles
where they served a trio of ceviches made with parboiled seafood. No! Ceviche should always
be made using raw ultra-fresh, or “sushi-grade,” fish. In this recipe I use tilapia, but feel free to
substitute whatever your local fishmonger recommends that day. The citrus marinade “cooks”
the fish without heat. Traditional ceviche is left to marinate for up to 3 hours, but in this recipe
you’ll have fresh, delicious ceviche in 15 minutes. As my abuelo always said, “Don’t worry, the
lime kills everything.”For a more traditional ceviche, omit the clam-tomato juice and the hot
sauce, which add a sour and spicy kick.Place the tilapia in a medium bowl. Squeeze the juice
from the lime halves over the fish and mix gently to combine. Chill in the refrigerator until the
fish is white throughout, about 15 minutes.Drain off the lime juice, gently squeezing the fish
with your hands. Discard the lime juice. Mix the tomato, cucumber, onion, and cilantro with the
fish. Season with salt and pepper to taste. Add the clam-tomato juice and the hot sauce, if
desired.Spread the tostadas generously with mayonnaise. Top the tostadas with the ceviche.
Arrange the avocado slices on top of the ceviche and serve immediately, with the lime wedges
alongside.BAJA-MEDITERRANEAN AHI TUNA* SERVES 61 tablespoon olive oil3
tablespoons soy sauce2 tablespoons fresh lime juice1 tablespoon fresh orange juice1½
pounds sushi-grade ahi tuna, diced (see Tips)¼ cup diced peeled seeded cucumber2
tablespoons capers, drained2 tablespoons sesame seeds, toasted (see Tips)¼ cup sliced
pitted kalamata olivesSalt and freshly ground black pepperFresh cilantro, for serving,
optionalGrilled tostadas (see Tips), for servingThis is a simple, refreshing dish that perfectly
represents the current trend in Baja-Mediterranean cuisine: the fusion of local ingredients and
cooking techniques with European (mostly Mediterranean) ingredients, with an occasional
Asian ingredient showing up in the mix. Variations of this dish pop up in restaurants all around
Mexico, some adding spicy avocado dressing or fresh orange juice to the mix. I like to keep it
simple to let the fresh taste of the ingredients shine through.Mix the olive oil, soy sauce, lime
juice, and orange juice in a small bowl. Set the vinaigrette aside.Carefully mix the diced tuna,
cucumber, capers, toasted sesame seeds, and olives together in a large bowl. Add the



vinaigrette and toss gently to combine. Season with salt and pepper to taste.Divide the ceviche
among chilled bowls, sprinkle with cilantro, if desired, and serve with grilled tostadas.TIPS
SEAFOOD IS EASIEST TO DICE WHEN IT IS PARTIALLY FROZEN; THIS ALSO MAKES
FOR A MUCH CLEANER PRESENTATION. USE A VERY SHARP KNIFE.TO TOAST THE
SESAME SEEDS, ADD THEM TO A SMALL SKILLET SET OVER MEDIUM-LOW HEAT AND
COOK, STIRRING FREQUENTLY, UNTIL TOASTED AND FRAGRANT, ABOUT 3
MINUTES.AS FOR THE GRILLED TOSTADAS, JUST THROW A COUPLE OF CORN
TORTILLAS ON AN OUTDOOR GRILL, OR ON A GRILL PAN, AND LET THEM DRY OUT
OVER MEDIUM HEAT UNTIL THEY ARE NICE AND CRUNCHY. TEAR THEM INTO LARGE
PIECES TO SERVE.DEVILED EGGS WITH ANCHO, SOUR CREAM, AND
CILANTROSERVES 1010 large hard-boiled eggs, peeled and halved lengthwise (see
opposite)1 ancho chile, stemmed and seeded!S cup sour cream3 tablespoons mayonnaise (or
Homemade Chipotle Mayo)2 tablespoons chopped fresh cilantro1 teaspoon Dijon mustard1
teaspoon fresh lemon juice½ teaspoon salt½ teaspoon freshly ground black pepperDeviled
eggs might not be the first thing you think of when planning an appetizer menu. But when
sprinkled with smoky ancho chile and bright cilantro, these retro bites are always the most
talked-about dish at any gathering at my house. I use a spice grinder to pulverize the dried
chile, but you can find already ground ancho chile in many supermarkets and in Latin markets;
you’ll need 1 teaspoon.Carefully scoop the yolks from the egg halves, dropping them into a
large bowl. Arrange the empty egg halves on a large platter.Tear the chile into small pieces and
place it in a spice grinder. Grind to a powder. Add 1 teaspoon of this ground chile to the egg
yolks. Add the sour cream, mayonnaise, cilantro, mustard, lemon juice, salt, and pepper, and
mash with a fork until smooth.Spoon the filling into each of the egg halves, mounding it slightly.
(The deviled eggs can be prepared 2 hours ahead. Cover and refrigerate.) Serve with 1
teaspoon of the remaining chile powder sifted over the eggs, if desired.HARD-
BOILEDEGGSHow to cook the perfect hard-boiled egg? Start off with week-old eggs because
fresh eggs are harder to peel. Place the eggs (as many as you want) in a saucepan and add
enough cold water to cover by 1 inch. Bring to a boil over medium-high heat. When the water
comes to a rapid boil, cook for exactly 8 minutes. Then remove the pan from the heat and let
the eggs cool in the water. Once they are cool, peel under cold running water.SPICY CRAB
CAKES TOPPED WITH GUACAMOLESERVES 4Nonstick cooking spray1 pound lump
crabmeat, picked over to remove any shell and cartilage2 tablespoons mayonnaise (or
Homemade Chipotle Mayo)¼ cup chopped scallions (white and pale green parts only)1
tablespoon plus 1 teaspoon fresh lime juice½ cup plus 2 tablespoons chopped fresh cilantro½
teaspoon habanero hot sauceSalt and freshly ground black pepper1 cup panko bread crumbs
(Japanese bread crumbs)2 firm but ripe avocados, halved, pitted, and peeled2 tablespoons
minced onionCrab cakes get a festive kick when coated in crunchy panko bread crumbs mixed
with cilantro and then topped with a simple guacamole. This is the guacamole that was made
on a regular basis at my house when I was growing up. I don’t like fussy guacamoles that mask
the fresh flavor of a perfectly ripe avocado. This crab cake mixture is eggless and is baked
rather than fried, yielding a lighter dish with more crab flavor.Preheat the oven to 400°F.Spray a
baking sheet with nonstick cooking spray.Mix the crabmeat, mayonnaise, scallions, 1
tablespoon of the lime juice, ¼ cup of the cilantro, and the hot sauce together in a small bowl.
Season to taste with salt and pepper.Mix the panko bread crumbs and ¼ cup of the remaining
cilantro on a plate. Divide the crab mixture into 8 equal mounds. Form 1 mound into a ¾-inch-
thick patty, and then carefully turn the patty in the crumb mixture to coat it on both sides.
Transfer it to the prepared baking sheet. Repeat with the remaining 7 mounds. Bake the crab



cakes for 10 minutes, or until heated through.Meanwhile, coarsely mash the avocados in a
medium bowl. Lightly mix in the onion, remaining 2 tablespoons cilantro, and remaining 1
teaspoon lime juice. Season the guacamole liberally with salt and pepper.Transfer the crab
cakes to a serving platter, top each one with a tablespoon of guacamole, and serve.SMOKED
MARLIN QUESADILLASSERVES 6 TO 81 tablespoon olive oil1 pound smoked marlin,
shredded1 green bell pepper, stemmed, seeded, and diced1 small white onion, minced2
tomatoes, chopped1 cup canned tomato puree1 teaspoon dried oregano 1 bay leafHungarian
sweet paprika, to tasteSalt and freshly ground black pepperTen 6-inch corn tortillas1½ cups
shredded Oaxaca cheese or mozzarella cheeseLime wedges, for servingBottled hot sauce, for
servingThis is my version of the famous Baja taco gobernador, which is a shrimp-stuffed
quesadilla. The marlin adds a distinctive smoked flavor that makes this a very special kind of
quesadilla. If you must substitute, you can use canned tuna—just make sure it is well drained,
and cook the filling an additional 4 minutes to allow the moisture from the tuna to
evaporate.Heat the olive oil in a large heavy saucepan over medium-high heat. Add the marlin,
bell pepper, onion, tomatoes, tomato puree, oregano, and bay leaf. Cook to combine the
flavors, about 8 minutes. Season to taste with paprika, salt, and pepper. Remove from the
heat.Heat a large heavy skillet over medium-high heat. Add 2 corn tortillas, side by side, to
heat. Place a small mound of cheese on one side of each tortilla. Wait until the cheese melts
slightly, about 1 minute, and then add about 2 tablespoons of the marlin mixture to each tortilla
(discard the bay leaf). Fold the tortillas over into half-moons and cook to melt the cheese
completely, another minute or two. Transfer the quesadillas to a platter and keep warm.Repeat
with the remaining tortillas, cheese, and marlin mixture. Serve with lime wedges and hot sauce
on the side.SALSA MAGGIMaggi seasoning sauce is a staple in Mexican cooking. There are
folks in Mexico who swear we came up with the concoction, but all credit has to be given to the
Swiss. The Maggi company became hugely popular in the early 1900s for producing the
bouillon cube. Maggi seasoning sauce, or Salsa Maggi, was first intended to be used as a
cheap substitute for meat extract, but it is now a staple seasoning in all of Latin America, some
of Europe, and Asia. Use it sparingly, as it is packed with flavor. It is similar to soy sauce but
contains no soy. I like to use it to flavor ceviches, chicken salads, and soups, or to just squirt a
couple of dashes over my scrambled eggs. You can find it in some supermarkets and in most
Latin markets.PEDRO’S OYSTERS ON THE HALF SHELL* SERVES 4 TO 612 fresh oysters,
shucked and resting in their bottom shell¾ cup minced white onion½ cup chopped fresh
cilantro¼ cup fresh lime juice3 tablespoons clam-tomato juice (such as Clamato; optional)4
teaspoons Maggi seasoning sauce (see opposite)2 tablespoons Worcestershire sauce1
teaspoon minced seeded serrano chile1 teaspoon bottled hot sauce (such as Huichol)SaltFor
many years a professional cook who specialized in seafood dishes prepared the meals at my
parents’ house. Pedro Rocha would go to the fish market with my dad, bring home whatever
had been caught that day, and turn it into an incredible meal for the family or for my father’s
friends (who often came just for the food). Many of my seafood dishes are inspired by or
derived from dishes Pedro taught me to make. This is one of them, and it’s always a favorite
with my friends. As soon as we figure out how to get Pedro a passport, we’re opening a fish
restaurant in the United States!Arrange the oysters, preferably over crushed ice, on a
platter.Mix the onion, cilantro, lime juice, clam-tomato juice if using, Maggi sauce,
Worcestershire sauce, serrano chile, and hot sauce in a medium bowl. Season the salsa to
taste with a little salt. Spoon about 1 tablespoon of the salsa over each oyster, and serve
immediately.TIJUANA-STYLE SUSHI ROLLSERVES 4 TO 6¾ cup whole milk2 large eggs1
large egg yolk2 cups (loosely packed) fresh spinach1 cup (loosely packed) fresh cilantro½ cup



all-purpose flour3 tablespoons unsalted butter, melted1 serrano chile, stemmed and
seededSalt2 mangoes, peeled and pitted2 tablespoons mayonnaise1 tablespoon sugar1
teaspoon soy sauce½ teaspoon dry mustard¼ teaspoon wasabi pasteFreshly ground black
pepperNonstick cooking spray8 ounces lump crabmeat, picked over to remove any shell and
cartilage1 teaspoon hot chile sauce (such as sriracha)1 teaspoon masago caviar8 medium
cooked shrimp, peeled and halved lengthwise1 avocado, halved, pitted, peeled, and thinly
slicedI had to include Baja sushi because I think the fusion of Asian techniques and Mexican
ingredients is phenomenal! This recipe, which uses a spinach crêpe as a wrapper instead of
nori (seaweed), comes from my friend Andres Brambila, who owns Negai, a wonderful sushi
restaurant in Tijuana.Combine the milk, eggs, and egg yolk in a blender and blend to combine.
Add the spinach, cilantro, flour, butter, serrano chile, and ½ teaspoon salt, and blend until very
smooth. Transfer the crêpe batter to a medium bowl. Let the batter stand for 30 minutes.In a
clean blender, blend the mangoes with the mayonnaise, sugar, soy sauce, dry mustard, and
wasabi paste until smooth. Season the mango sauce to taste with salt and black pepper.Heat a
crêpe pan, or a nonstick skillet measuring 6 to 7 inches across the bottom, over moderate heat
until it is hot. Spray the pan lightly with nonstick cooking spray, and heat it until it is hot but not
smoking. Add a scant ¼ cup of the crêpe batter to the pan. Immediately tilt and rotate the pan
quickly to cover the bottom with a layer of batter. Cook the crêpe for 1 minute, or until the top
appears almost dry. Loosen the edge of the crêpe with a spatula, turn the crêpe over, and cook
the other side lightly. Transfer the crêpe to a plate. Make more crêpes with the remaining batter
in the same manner, spraying the pan lightly with nonstick cooking spray as necessary and
stacking them one on top of the other on the plate. (The crêpes can be made 3 days in
advance, wrapped in plastic wrap, and chilled.)Mix the crabmeat, hot chile sauce, and masago
in a small bowl.Place 1 crêpe on a work surface and spoon 2 to 3 tablespoons of the crab
mixture down the center of the crêpe. Top with 2 shrimp halves and 2 or 3 avocado slices. Roll
up the crêpe into a cylinder. Cut it into 4 equal pieces, as you would a sushi roll. Spread 1
tablespoon of the mango sauce on a plate. Place the sliced roll on top of the sauce. Repeat
with the remaining crêpes, filling, and sauce.JALAPEÑO AND CHEESE STUFFED OLIVES
SERVES 4 TO 6
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Cinder, “Really great salsas and spice mixes. Such versatile recipes! I can use the varied
salsas and spice mixes for many different dishes. I just love deep spicy hot and always look for
recipes with chipotles and adobo. Come on Marcela, where are your molcajete recipes? (I got
Surf & Turf online.) :-)”

C.R., “Inventive, Inspired Recipes. I came across this cookbook from the library first and
thought it would be worth the purchase. There are so many recipes in this book that inspire me
to cook. I like Villadolid's take on fresh, modern Mexican food. I made the poblano crepes and
they were incredible. My husband said they were "one of my best." I have now purchased her 2
other books.”

A. Rivera, “Great Mexican Recipes. I am Mexican American and this book has so many
traditional recipes that my mom made. I grew up eating many of these meals. Once I saw
Marcela Valladolid on the food network showing how easy it was to make salsa like my mom
makes and a few other recipes I had to buy this book. Every cook puts their on spin on things
like "My Fish Tacos" in the book; I know I put my own to my taste. This book by Marcela
Valladolid contains some great traditional authentic Mexican recipes and great Marcela's
recipes.”

Judy A. Bernstein, “Excellente y delicioso!. I've been waiting for a cook book just like this. If
you love south of the border cuisine, but wish for recipes on the lighter side and easy to
prepare, this is a perfect cookbook. The recipes are simple fresh ingredients readily available
and if not, she conveniently provides subsitutes. The pictures are beautiful and very helpful for
an amateur like me.Today I'm going to try the cold avocado soup, game hens with apricot and
tequila and the guava layer cake with cream cheese frosting!  Beautiful cook.”

Ed Pollock, “Fresh Mexican. What a wonderful Mexican flavored recipe book. I've eaten many
of these, or similar, meals over the years traveling in Mexico and the Southwest. Now I have
them in simple recipe form. I've already prepared the Skewered Shrimp for two different
groups, one back East and one here in Southern CA. I used Thyme on one as the Rosemary
was not available. Both were kicking! I upped my reputation and didn't have to admit how
simple they were to prepare.I love regular tacos, burritos, tortas and such, but what a way to
kick it up using authentic Mexican style and ingredients. Marcela has brought out a wonderful
book, giving us not only these recipes but also great photos, food history and family tidbits. A
must have for those wanting to move beyond the street fare.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Fresh and Fun; Fusion and Flair. I ordered this book along with Lourdes
Castro's "Simply Mexican," and I am in love with them both. While the recipes in Castro's book
are a little easier to make, what I love about "Fresh Mexico" is Valladolid's modern twists and
innovative fusion recipes (like the "Baha sushi" and "Cilantro tandoori chicken with grilled
pineapple salsa"). Growing up in a border town, Marcela learned to cook with both Mexican



and U.S. ingredients. She also attended culinary schools in both L.A. and France.That being
said, if you are looking for traditional "authentic" Mexican recipes, look elsewhere. If you are
looking for more modern Mexican-inspired dishes with fun and flair, order this book! It is sleek,
colorful, and sure to impress your dinner guests.Note: If you are like me, you may be worried
about the local availability of traditional Mexican ingredients. No worries- Valladolid gives tons
of suggestions for easy-to-find substitutions for those of us in the States.”

Johnstone, “Marcela Valladolid rocks!. I ordered the book after watching Marcela on both
Spanish and American TV. Her book is really good for anyone looking for basic Mexican
cuisine. It's Mexican really made easy for those that can't undergo the lenghty processes of
mexican cuisine. I lived in Mexico long ago and really find this book a good compilation of
central Mexico cuisine made easy. Bravo! Marcela.”

H. Q. Nguyen, “Mexicain home cooking. She have talent for Mexican home cooking”

Walter Babin, “Four Stars. Many interesting recipes and not too many exotic ingredients.”

SteveH, “Fresh Mexico: 100 Simple Recipes for the True Mexican Flavor. My wife is a very
good cook and we all love Mexican food.  Marcela cooks very good and tasty food.”

The book by Marcela Valladolid has a rating of 5 out of 4.4. 173 people have provided
feedback.
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